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Gartner Says Mobile Advertising Spending Will Reach $18 Billion in 2014 

Growth from 2015 to 2017 Will Be Fuelled by Improved Market Conditions 
 
STAMFORD, Conn., January 21, 2014 — Global mobile advertising spending is forecast to reach $18.0 
billion in 2014, up from the estimated $13.1 billion in 2013, according to Gartner, Inc. The market is 
expected to grow to $41.9 billion by 2017. Gartner said that display formats will make up most of the 
revenue, but video will show the highest growth. 
 
"Over the next few years, growth in mobile advertising spending will slow due to ad space inventory supply 
growing faster than demand, as the number of mobile websites and applications increases faster than 
brands request ad space on mobile device screens," said Stephanie Baghdassarian, research director at 
Gartner. "However, from 2015 to 2017, growth will be fuelled by improved market conditions, such as 
provider consolidation, measurement standardisation and new targeting technologies, along with a 
sustained interest in the mobile medium from advertisers." 
 
With regard to the different ad formats used in the mobile sector, mobile display ad formats are collectively 
the single biggest category of ads, and will remain so throughout the forecast period, although this 
category will shift to mobile web display after several years of higher growth in in-app display. Uptake of 
the audio/video format by the end of the forecast period is higher because the tablet form factor will drive 
video, and the tablet market continues to grow. 
 
In addition, search/map ad types will benefit from increased use of location data gathered from users, 
either through them opting into being located automatically through their devices or because they 
proactively check in the places they visit using apps such as Foursquare and Pinterest. As a result, local 
advertisers will be more interested in the mobile channel as a means of pushing ads. The split between in-
app and Web display is taking longer to shift in favour of the latter, as the use of HTML5 tools in mobile 
website development is taking longer to impact the market. 
 
All regions of the world will experience strong growth in mobile advertising spend, although North America 
is where most of growth will come from, due to the sheer scale of its advertising budgets and their shift to 
mobile. 
 
"North America is the region with the strongest general advertising focus and investment. It is also the 
region where online advertising is most mature," said Mike McGuire, research vice president at Gartner. 
"Overall advertising budgets are the highest, so when a portion shifts to mobile, in a multiplatform 
approach, it immediately impacts the market's scale." 
 
Western Europe's market for mobile advertising will remain similar to North America's, albeit at a slightly 
lower scale, for the duration of the forecast period. “The mobile channel in Western Europe will become 
more and more integrated into 360-degree advertising campaigns, eating up budget historically allocated 
to print and radio advertising,” said Ms Baghdassarian. 
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Asia/Pacific and Japan is the most mature region for mobile advertising, and therefore growth will slow 
between 2012 and 2017, averaging 30 per cent a year. Historically, the unusually high adoption of 
handsets for digital content consumption in Japan and South Korea has given the Asia/Pacific region an 
early lead in mobile advertising. Looking forward, Gartner expects the high-growth economies of China 
and India to contribute increasingly to mobile advertising growth as their expanding middle classes present 
attractive markets for global and local brands. 
 
In the emerging markets of Latin America, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa, mobile advertising 
growth will largely track the technology adoption and stabilisation of emerging economies, but will mostly 
be driven by large markets such as Russia, Brazil and Mexico. From 2015, growth rates in this region will 
exceed the worldwide average. 
 
More detailed analysis is available in the report "Forecast: Mobile Advertising, Worldwide, 2010-2017." 
The report is available on Gartner's web site at http://www.gartner.com/document/2642816. 
 
About Gartner 
Gartner, Inc. (NYSE: IT) is the world's leading information technology research and advisory company. 
Gartner delivers the technology-related insight necessary for its clients to make the right decisions, every 
day. From CIOs and senior IT leaders in corporations and government agencies, to business leaders in 
high-tech and telecom enterprises and professional services firms, to technology investors, Gartner is a 
valuable partner in more than 13,000 distinct organizations. Through the resources of Gartner Research, 
Gartner Executive Programs, Gartner Consulting and Gartner Events, Gartner works with every client to 
research, analyze and interpret the business of IT within the context of their individual role. Founded in 
1979, Gartner is headquartered in Stamford, Connecticut, USA, and has 5,800 associates, including more 
than 1,450 research analysts and consultants, and clients in 85 countries. For more information, visit 
www.gartner.com. 
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